
Materials List & Instructions

Materials

1/2 yard Black Felt (72” wide)
1 yard Extra Firm Interfacing (20” wide,
   black preferably)
2 yards Stitch Witchery (20” wide)
1 1/2 yard Black Ribbon for chin strap/bow    
   (not pictured)
1/2 yard muslin (use as press cloth)

Tools

Black permanent marker
Low temp hot glue gun
  and glue sticks
Scissors
Rotary cutter, ruler and mat   
   (optional, but recommended)
Steam iron and ironing board
Printed template
Scotch tape

No-Sew Felt Witch Hat

Pro-Tip

Stitch Witchery is the fuse magic with this hat. Be sure ALL edges of Stitch Witchery 
are completely covered, top and bottom, when fusing. Adjust placement or trim away 
any bits of Stitch Witchery that aren’t hidden inside the fabric-fusing sandwich.

Instructions

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Cut one strip 1” x 23” from length of felt for hat band. Cut remaining felt into
 four 18” sections. Cut interfacing in two 18” squares. Cut Stitch Witchery into
 four 17” squares.

3. Cut out template pieces and tape together as shown on template.

4. Pre-heat steam iron at “wool” setting and fill water reservoir with water.

5. Layer hat crown fabrics. First, center a square of Stitch Witchery on top of felt ,  
 centered on all sides. (Trim away, if necessary, any Stitch Witchery that goes over  
 edge of felt) Top with interfacing. Double check Stitch Witchery’s position.

6. Place muslin press cloth over fabric layers and begin to steam press layers. Press  
 firmly for 10-12 seconds, lift, reposition and repeat over entire area. (Moving iron  
 back and forth can cause shifting in layers) Check to see if layers are fused. Stitch  
 Witchery loses it’s web-like appearance when fused. Magic!

7. There are 7 layers in the hat brim. Start with bottom three layers, fuse as in
 Step 6, then add two more layers, fuse and repeat with last two layers. These
 are the layers in order, start at the bottom and work up.

  —Felt——————-
  —Stitch Witchery—
  —Felt——————-
  —Stitch Witchery—
  —Interfacing———-
  —Stitch Witchery—
  —Felt——————-

8. Use templates to cut out crown and brim of hat.

9. With white colored pencil make marks at 4 1/4” from brim on four sides.
 Use these marks to help place circle template and trace white pencil line
 around template.

10. Clip inside curve of brim circle to, but NOT past white pencil line.

11. Fold hat crown and glue tab down to finish crown (glue bits at a time,
 holding tab down as glue cools).

12. Place cone crown on table and bring brim down over until it lies on table.
 Glue tabs around base of crown. (Tip: glue every 5th tab or so, all the way
 around, then come back and glue the rest).

13. Turn hat over. As needed, finish gluing crown to brim. Cut ribbon in half
 and glue inside crown on two sides (seam goes in the back).

14. With touches of glue on tabs, attach 1” X 24” strip hat band. Gently stretching
 hat band (helps it fit up the sides better). Use black permanent marker to retouch  
 glue or interfacing, soeverything is black and decorate as desired trim attached  
 using the hole in the tutu top, knots and sometimes hot glue.
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